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Four recent books offer compelling political and strategic explanations for why states pursue expansive nuclear and foreign policies. They provide new insights on an enduring question: What are the implications of nuclear weapons for international competition and conflict? Their answers directly challenge the influential theory of the nuclear revolution, which posits that mutual deterrence reduces pressure for competition and the likelihood for war between nuclear-armed states. The revolution skeptics suggest a much grimmer future. This review outlines their claims and argues that portions of their arguments nevertheless point to dynamics that can constrain competition and conflict. First, the books reinforce the nuclear revolution’s emphasis on inadvertent escalation as a brake on war in mutual vulnerability. Second, the competitive pressures they identify do not equally affect all nuclear states. Where pressures are modest, competition will be less intense.
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The past year has witnessed renewed public attention to nuclear weapons. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 was accompanied by veiled nuclear threats. Russian President Vladimir Putin declared early in the conflict that “whoever tries to impede us, let alone create threats for our country and its people, must know that the Russian response will be immediate and lead to the consequences you have never seen in history.” The Bomb in the Background: What the War in Ukraine Has Revealed About Nuclear Weapons, Foreign Affairs, Feb. 24, 2023, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/ukraine/bomb-background-nuclear-weapons; and Jeffrey Lewis and Aaron Stein, “Who Is Deterring Whom? The Place of Nuclear Weapons in Modern War,” War on the Rocks, June 16, 2022, https://warontherocks.com/2022/06/who-is-deterring-whom-the-place-of-nuclear-weapons-in-modern-war/.


The question is hardly novel. At the dawn of the nuclear era, many feared that, absent a ban or international control, the world would quickly succumb to the horrors of nuclear war. Instead, nuclear strikes have not occurred since 1945, and conventional war between nuclear-armed states has been exceedingly rare. This record would seem to vindicate early analysts who highlighted the weapons' deterrent effects. Jacob Viner speculated in November 1945 that the “universal recognition” that war might result in nuclear strikes “may make statesmen and people determined to avoid war.”

Scholars subsequently sought to develop the underpinnings and implications of the nuclear peace. This culminated in a series of works in the late Cold War era that extended the basic insights of nuclear deterrence to develop a theory of the nuclear revolution.

The underlying premise was that nuclear weapons made military victory between nuclear-armed states impossible. From there, additional implications follow. Security becomes more abundant, competition less likely. Arms racing is relegated to the dustbin of history. The pursuit of allies and strategic territory is less important. For some proponents, even managed nuclear proliferation is not particularly dangerous. New nuclear-armed states face the same constraints and will thus behave similarly to those that came before them. In sum, nuclear weapons had revolutionary effects.

Mark Bell, Francis Gavin, Brendan Green, and Keir Lieber and Daryl Press all challenge core tenets of the nuclear revolution in books they have published since 2020. The common puzzle that these revolution skeptics identify is the fact that nuclear-armed states — particularly the United States — don’t behave the way that the nuclear revolution would predict. Competition continues apace in the nuclear era.

These four books are impressive achievements. Their arguments are clear, mixing an appreciation of theory with close attention to history and technical detail. Green develops a novel framework combining technological, operational, and domestic political dynamics to explain why and how states compete under nuclear stalemate. He assesses his argument with extensive analysis of declassified documents from the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations. The historical evidence he presents is itself a major scholarly contribution. Lieber and Press utilize qualitative analysis of nuclear postures with detailed technical modeling. In doing so, they argue that states struggle to reach nuclear stalemate, maintain stalemate if they do manage to achieve that condition, and face deterrence challenges even under stalemate. Bell constructs a typology of foreign policy behaviors that nuclear weapons facilitate. He supports his argument through detailed case studies of British, South African, and U.S. foreign policy after the acquisition of nuclear weapons, as well as brief examinations of China, France, India, Israel, and Pakistan. Gavin explores specific historical events, the evolution of strategic thought, and recent scholarship in semi-independent chapters to question many longstanding assumptions about the nuclear age. He shows that nuclear weapons have mattered greatly for U.S. grand strategy, but not necessarily in the ways that the nuclear revolution theory expects.

The authors advance political and strategic explanations for nuclear-armed state behavior.
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5 This is not to say that the human costs have not been profound. See, for example, Shampa Biswas, *Nuclear Desire: Power and the Postcolonial Nuclear Order* (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2014), chap. 4.


In doing so, they challenge many of the nuclear revolution’s claims about the pacifying effects of nuclear stalemate, but from a very different direction than the scholars labeled as “nuclear pessimists” in the 1990s and early 2000s. The new revolution skeptics are in some ways more pessimistic than those nuclear pessimists. Nuclear-weapon states face powerful incentives to compete with one another and engage in traditional power politics. The authors thus provide important insights into the current international environment.

In this essay, I examine these four books with a focus on their implications for war between nuclear-armed states. The revolution skeptics concede that nuclear and major conventional war between nuclear-armed states is indeed unlikely, as the nuclear revolution claims. Yet, at the same time, their critiques cast considerable doubt on that claim. This raises the question: Can the nuclear peace be salvaged? I argue that the books highlight two major dynamics that can help to shed light on this question. First, portions of the revolution skeptics’ accounts reinforce the nuclear revolution’s emphasis on the fear of inadvertent escalation as a constraint on fighting in nuclear stalemate. Though preliminary, the discussion suggests that, where those fears endure, the prospects for war are likely to remain low. Second, the political and strategic factors that the revolution skeptics highlight do not push all nuclear-armed states toward competition. The implications of technological trends, the conventional military balance, and the sources of U.S. grand strategy can cut in different directions.

This article proceeds in five sections. First, I discuss the nuclear revolution itself. Second, I outline the skeptics’ critiques of the revolution. In the third section, I demonstrate that portions of their arguments call into question the nuclear peace claim. In section four, I explore the limits on competition that follow from their analyses. I conclude by discussing enduring questions of the nuclear era.

### Smile and Grin at the Change All Around

What is the nuclear revolution? The breadth of the nuclear strategy literature means that there are subtle differences in terminology and the precise contours of the nuclear revolution. And, as Green highlights, “the ‘theory of the nuclear revolution’ did not emerge as a theory at all, but rather as a set of powerful concepts and tools for articulating proposed changes to American nuclear policy.” In this section, I present a synthesis of the core nuclear revolution claims. I draw heavily from the skeptics’ accounts, which are thoroughly documented and consistent across the books. They provide a fair representation of the nuclear revolution’s central components. I note when there are disagreements.

The taproot of the nuclear revolution is the impossibility of military victory when both sides have a secure second-strike nuclear arsenal. Nuclear weapons are incredibly destructive, but many pre-nuclear conflicts were devastating, particularly for the losing side. The distinction is that, when both sides have the ability to retaliate with nuclear weapons following an opponent’s first strike, neither side can win a nuclear war. Nuclear weapons — because they are small, destructive, and easy to deliver — create stalemate, “the condition in which military victory is impossible,” according to Lieber and Press. Gavin agrees: “The consensus on the core ideas surrounding … the ‘nuclear revolution’ is that a full-scale nuclear war is not winnable, especially after a state achieves … the ability to unleash unacceptable destruction on an adversary even after absorbing a nuclear first strike.” For Green, the nuclear revolution’s “most fundamental concept is nuclear stalemate.” The “absolutely critical argument here is that, past a certain threshold of destruction, no participant in a war can hope for an appreciably ‘better’ outcome than its adversary.” Moreover, this condition is durable. Once mutual vulnerability is achieved, it is nearly impossible for one side to gain an advantage again.
Green adds two additional core concepts to the nuclear revolution. First, the “balance of resolve strongly favors the defender of the status quo.”\textsuperscript{17} The side trying to prevent change (deterrence) in disputes will typically succeed. Deterrence is commonly thought to be easier than compellence (which aims to generate change) for reasons that go beyond nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{18} The impossibility of military victory accentuates that tendency. As Robert Jervis put it, much of the “explanation for the bargaining advantage of the side defending the status quo applies to the prenuclear era as well. But the effect is magnified by mutual vulnerability.”\textsuperscript{19} In a recent comprehensive analysis, Todd Sechser and Matthew Fuhrmann find that nuclear weapons (as well as nuclear superiority) offer deterrence — but not compellence — benefits, in large part because defenders enjoy higher resolve.\textsuperscript{20} In a conventional world, greater capabilities might offset greater resolve. But if capabilities no longer allow for victory, resolve is all that is left.\textsuperscript{21}

The second core component of the nuclear revolution that Green identifies is drawn from Thomas Schelling’s notion that bargaining in the nuclear shadow occurs through competitive risk-taking.\textsuperscript{22} States cannot credibly threaten to use nuclear weapons if carrying out the threat invites massive retaliation. They can take steps that raise the danger that nuclear use will occur by chance. The side with greater resolve will be more willing to run risks and prevail as a result.

Competition in risk-taking is a core concept of the nuclear age, but it is better viewed as one possible consequence of military stalemate for two reasons. First, it is the condition of mutual vulnerability that makes issuing credible threats difficult and leads to a focus on resolve. As Green writes, “the intimidating character of general nuclear war” means that the “threat of nuclear attack is hard to believe.”\textsuperscript{23} Schelling was concerned with how to make threats credible when it no longer made sense to execute threats, a situation resulting from stalemate.\textsuperscript{24} Second, incorporating the risk-taking logic as a necessary component of the nuclear revolution introduces tensions within the theory. If both sides engage in risk-taking behavior simultaneously, the likelihood of war increases.\textsuperscript{25} Schelling even contemplated conventional war as a means to “raise the risk of larger war.”\textsuperscript{26} This runs directly counter to the claim that mutual vulnerability reduces conflict. In addition, if the balance of resolve favors the defender, it is unclear why the defender would need to engage in risky behavior at all or why a challenger’s efforts to do so would be effective. For the nuclear revolution, what matters is that both sides can inflict devastation on the other, which makes risk-taking dangerous and less likely to occur over time.\textsuperscript{27}

Several effects follow from military stalemate, reinforced by the advantages of defending the status quo. The prime prediction is that nuclear and major conventional war between states with survivable nuclear forces will be unlikely.\textsuperscript{28} This is distinct from a narrower claim that nuclear deterrence only dissuades nuclear strikes or a broader claim that nuclear weapon states avoid fighting in general (e.g., against non-nuclear opponents). For the nuclear peace, the potential for conventional war between nuclear-armed states to escalate and the ability of the losing side to inflict massive devastation make fighting mutual suicide. Both sides are thus predicted to exhibit caution. The nuclear peace claim is not limited to the nuclear revolution. Over time, analysts have focused on different
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nuclear arsenal requirements — ranging from joint existence to deliverability to stalemate — that are necessary for the nuclear peace to operate. Yet, the basic notion that nuclear-armed states are unlikely to fight one another is widely posited. It originated with Jacob Viner and Bernard Brodie at the dawn of the nuclear age, runs through all versions of the nuclear revolution, is examined in recent statistical analyses of nuclear weapons and conflict, and is familiar to post-Cold War U.S. national security policymakers.29

For the nuclear revolution, the implications of mutual vulnerability for world politics go much further. As Green succinctly puts it, the nuclear revolution “drains all of the competition out of the international system.”30 The “logic of deterrence suggests not only that countries armed with nuclear weapons can no longer fight each other but also that they can abandon all sorts of other competitive behaviors that have long defined world history,” argue Lieber and Press.31 Gavin highlights that the “nuclear revolution school argues that the bomb severely constrains and limits—and at times eliminates—the grand strategic choices that were available to states and statesmen in the past.”32 Bell agrees and argues that the nuclear revolution’s logic goes beyond explaining interactions between nuclear-armed states. According to the nuclear revolution, “States with secure second-strike capabilities simply do not need to engage in provocative or belligerent behavior to secure territory, resources, or alliances or improve the conventional balance of power.”33

The impossibility of military victory reduces arms racing, incentives to launch a preventive war, and the danger of other states acquiring nuclear weapons. Arms racing is unnecessary because possessing superior conventional or nuclear capabilities does not allow for military victory.34 States need not launch preventive attacks out of a fear that an opponent can translate faster growth into military advantage. Leaders can even take a relaxed view toward proliferation. This is not to say that the nuclear revolution argues that states will (or should) support others’ efforts to acquire nuclear weapons. “Few went as far as [Kenneth] Waltz to actually welcome or encourage the spread of nuclear weapons,” Gavin points out. “But there was a general consensus that the spread was not the end of the world.”35 Fighting to prevent nuclear proliferation is thus rarely necessary.

Military stalemate also makes alliances, control (or denial) of strategic territory, and relative gains less important for nuclear-armed states.36 Allies will not shift the balance in a military confrontation between such states. Allies and strategic territory may be useful if a state cannot strike its rival. However, the advent of intercontinental platforms removed this need for the superpowers, while regional nuclear adversaries (e.g., India and Pakistan) do not require forward-based systems in order to reach their targets. States therefore need not compete for allies or be pulled into unwanted confrontations. Political and economic agreements should be easier to come by because states can pursue deals that leave them absolutely better off, even if the opponent does relatively better. A slightly larger gain by one side will not tip the balance and allow that state to translate the gains into a meaningful advantage.

Crises will be less frequent as well. Victory will tend to go to the side that displays greater resolve, which will favor the defender of the status quo. As such, states should learn that initiating a crisis is unlikely to bring success. As Green summarizes, “crises will be very rare, since a challenge to the status quo is close to irrational.”37 The reduction of multiple sources of friction — from arms racing to competition for allies to relative gains concerns — also leads to fewer incentives for nuclear-weapon states to challenge one another in the first place.
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History Ain’t Changed

The revolution skeptics all motivate their work in whole or in part with the observation that the nuclear revolution does not capture how nuclear-armed states actually behave. Lieber and Press note that “the foreign policies of the major powers during the nuclear age remain strikingly similar to the policies of the past.” For Green, there is an “obvious problem” with the nuclear revolution: “the Cold War superpowers don’t appear to have believed it. The nuclear competition during the second half of the Cold War poses a massive anomaly for the theory.” Gavin concludes that “the nuclear revolution school has failed to explain critical aspects of U.S. nuclear politics, including nuclear strategy and nonproliferation.” Bell argues that “there is considerable variation in how states have changed their foreign policies after acquiring nuclear weapons. The theory of the nuclear revolution cannot explain this variation.” The authors concede one point: Major war between nuclear-armed states is less likely. The pacific effects of nuclear stalemate go no further. Interstate competition continues apace.

As the skeptics note, many proponents and earlier critics of the nuclear revolution recognized this divergence between theory and reality. The revolution skeptics reject previous explanations for the discrepancy that are rooted in bureaucratic politics or misguided thinking. They do not advance explanations of nuclear irrelevancy, norms, or strategic culture to account for enduring competition in the nuclear era. Rather, the revolution skeptics identify a political-strategic rationality that is driving nuclear state behavior. These four books do not put forth a single explanation, because they seek to explain different nuclear and foreign policy decisions. Their arguments overlap, but each emphasizes different factors, which are rooted in technology, relative power, or political interests. At times one claim may sit uneasily with another, and some are not relevant to all nuclear-armed states. The common thread is that states have good political and strategic reasons to pursue policies that are often at odds with the nuclear revolution’s expectations.

First, innovation may overcome mutual vulnerability. As Green puts it, during the Cold War, the “survivability of weapons systems varied over time, by type, and across the superpowers.” Lieber and Press agree (almost verbatim): “[T]he survivability of nuclear arsenals has varied over time.” They identify many of the same late-Cold War dynamics and add that “the foundations of stalemate are being eroded today by vast improvements in weapons accuracy, sensing technology, data processing, communication, and artificial intelligence.” These improvements enhance both nuclear and conventional platforms, increasing confidence that strikes can destroy adversary nuclear forces. Exploiting perennial command-and-control vulnerabilities can provide time for other “counterforce systems

The point is that changes in technology may allow one side to win, if the political stakes are high enough.

Mutual vulnerability is not a constant.
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to finish their deadly work,” Green notes. Defenses may be up to the task of blocking a partial and disorganized retaliatory strike. Green and Lieber and Press do not claim that a disarming or damage-limitation strike would be easy or appealing. The point is that changes in technology may allow one side to win, if the political stakes are high enough. Mutual vulnerability is not a constant.

Second, small or unsophisticated nuclear arsenals may not deter nuclear strikes during a war. For Lieber and Press, an assured retaliatory capability that “cannot be destroyed in any conceivable disarming strike” is necessary to ward off nuclear attack. This is a difficult threshold to achieve and requires policies to counter qualitative and quantitative developments that might undermine survivability. A minimum deterrent that may not survive a first strike will be a prime target if fighting erupts. An opponent will have motive to launch a nuclear first strike to remove the nuclear danger, and opportunity because the arsenal is vulnerable. This type of strike is very dangerous. During peacetime, those dangers are sufficient to deter strikes. Once war breaks out, though, perceptions and risk calculations shift. Thus, Lieber and Press argue that the minimal Soviet nuclear deterrent of the 1950s “was a double-edged sword: it benefited the Soviets in peacetime by making U.S. aggression less likely, but it vastly increased the damage the Soviets would suffer in the event of war.” This logic applies to China’s historically small nuclear arsenal as well, which the country is now expanding.

Third, the nature of the status quo and which side is behaving defensively is often uncertain. The problems are well known. “What one considers an innocent deterrent,” Richard Betts points out, “the other may see as a pernicious compellent.” A state may need to initiate a challenge in order to defend the current system. Robert Art and Kelly Greenhill highlight that “compellent actions are often undertaken in a crisis by a coercer in order to shore up its deterrent posture.” A single crisis can involve multiple issues, so the behavior of each participant may be in defense of only a part of the status quo. Third-party involvement can further muddle which side is acting defensively. This concern has grown in recent years as analysts point to the challenges of managing crises involving multiple nuclear-armed states. Finally, each actor may believe that it has more resolve and expect its opponent to back down first. Gavin and Green, drawing heavily from Marc Trachtenberg’s magisterial account, both use the 1958–1962 superpower crises as examples of these dynamics. States would be ill advised to rely heavily upon bargaining advantages inherent in defending the status quo during crises.

Fourth, utilizing nuclear threats to ward off conventional attack is difficult and the conflict-dampening effects modest. Leaders in nuclear states might view marginal improvements in the nuclear balance as meaningful, or they may not accept the implications of nuclear stalemate. They could press harder during disputes as a result. To the extent that mutual vulnerability elevates concerns about resolve, that can create incentives for risk-taking behavior. The stability-instability paradox looms in mutual vulnerability. Once both sides have robust nuclear arsenals, each can use its nuclear weapons as a shield while it pursues confrontation short of strategic nuclear strikes against the other. Stability at the strategic nuclear level permits, and may even increase, conflict at lower levels. Glenn Snyder — who is nearly universally cited as the first to outline the concept — noted that what constitutes lower levels of conflict can be quite severe. “The reasoning is that if neither side has a ‘first-strike capability,’ and both know it, they will be less inhibited about initiating conventional war, and about the limited use of nuclear weapons, than if the strategic balance was  
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unstable." Beyond mutual vulnerability, there are multiple examples of nonnuclear-weapon states attacking nuclear-armed opponents.  

Fifth, states have a variety of political goals. The unique attributes of nuclear weapons facilitate states in pursuing those goals. “Nuclear weapons may improve a state’s security,” Bell argues, “but in doing so, they grant states greater freedom to pursue their goals in international politics rather than tamping down their ambitions.” For Bell, the precise behavior that states engage in depends on the degree of the threat, their alliances, and their relative power trajectories. Others have pointed to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine as an example of nuclear weapons emboldening a state to initiate military aggression by providing a deterrent shield against direct outside military intervention.

Sixth, gaining a competitive advantage may provide strategic benefits relative to rivals outside of crises. For Green, “being more effective at generating military power in a given aspect of the military balance than the adversary,” which he calls efficient competition, “enhances general deterrence, diverts enemy resources, and can force important political adjustments in its grand strategy.” Rivals may no longer contest an area, initiate crises, undertake arms buildups, or, in terms of nonproliferation, pursue nuclear weapons. Indeed, Gavin suggests that a large, capable U.S. nuclear force “might also be able to dissuade potential nuclear states from building forces it could make obsolete.”

Seventh, investing in nuclear capabilities offers advantages in relations with allies. “A patron’s peacetime nuclear competition,” notes Green, can “enhance the credibility of its extended deterrence promises to its partners, thereby reducing friction in alliance management, increasing cohesion, and preventing allied defection or foreign policy independence.” For Bell, “nuclear weapons may reduce the costs associated with ... actions to increase the strength of an existing alliance or alliance partner.” A more robust nuclear policy than is necessary for homeland defense can make extended nuclear deterrent commitments appear more credible. “If the United States had accepted nuclear parity with the Soviet Union,” writes Gavin, few allies “would have believed its promise to defend them while risking their own nuclear annihilation.” A credible nuclear guarantee can, in turn, aid nonproliferation goals by convincing allies that they can forego acquiring nuclear weapons.

Finally, and building from previous points, the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence creates an incentive for nuclear-armed states to prevent new countries from acquiring nuclear weapons. Mutual vulnerability might make the system less war prone by deterring nuclear-armed states from fighting one another. But states do not act on behalf of the system. Nuclear-armed adversaries and allies will be better positioned to pursue goals that may be inimical to U.S. interests. The “United States had a deep strategic reason to limit nuclear proliferation,” Gavin writes, “not for moral reasons, not even because of the fear of nuclear war, but because nuclear deterrence limits U.S.
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freedom to act as it sees fit in the world.” Bell adds that “it is US policymakers’ recognition of the benefits that nuclear weapons offer to states that has led the United States to seek to prevent proliferation.” More broadly, as Matthew Kroenig argues, states with expansive interests or that can project conventional power into other regions will be reluctant to see nuclear weapons spread. In a self-help system, the factors discussed above generate pressures for competitive and/or expansive nuclear and foreign policies. States must pay close attention to the military balance, working to gain advantages or, at the least, guarding against falling behind. Technological developments mean that a survivable arsenal one day may not be so the next. Leaders must also worry about misperceiving the actual military-technical balance, necessitating investments in their country’s nuclear capabilities as a hedge against such uncertainty. A state’s vulnerable nuclear arsenal invites massive strikes, should a fight occur. A contested status quo can make a favorable military balance a source of leverage in crises. In addition, bargaining may, in fact, resemble competitions in risk-taking, weakening overall stability. The danger of conventional attack means that nuclear postures need to go beyond an ability to survive a nuclear strike. States must also invest in capabilities and guard against rivals that might utilize nuclear weapons opportunistically to pursue oppositional goals. Generating capable nuclear forces can lead rivals to adjust their policies and provide influence with allies. Nuclear-armed states will be wary of new nuclear-armed opponents. Nonproliferation goals can create a need for an array of diplomatic, economic, cyber, and conventional capabilities to facilitate extended deterrence, competence, and/or brute force policies.

We’ll Be Fighting in the Streets

The nuclear revolution emerges from these four books bruised. But its skeptics nevertheless concede that the nuclear revolution’s basic peace claim remains intact. Lieber and Press are the most bullish on this point. As they put it, “nuclear weapons have had a huge impact on international relations by helping to prevent great power war,” adding that “no two nuclear-armed states have fought a major war against each other.” The nuclear revolution “certainly got its major claim or prediction correct: great-power wars of conquest have largely disappeared from the global landscape,” writes Gavin. Bell highlights that the “theory of the nuclear revolution offers a powerful explanation for the absence of great power war in the nuclear era.” Green acknowledges that the nuclear revolution is consistent with “the absence of nuclear war, [and] great power peace.” And yet, they do little to demonstrate this. In fact, their analyses provide reasons to doubt the nuclear peace, at times pointing in an even more pessimistic direction than the nuclear pessimists of previous decades.

Earlier skeptics of the nuclear peace identified multiple reasons why nuclear deterrence might fail. Cognitive biases and domestic politics can undermine credible threats. Civil-military pathologies may incentivize preventive war strikes and prevent states from constructing secure second-strike forces. Particularly concerning for pessimists was the prospect of complex nuclear systems raising the risks of accidents and unintentional nuclear strikes. Yet, as Trachtenberg noted, many of these challenges were, at least in principle, correctible. The underlying implication was that “if the weapons were designed and deployed the right way, then a nuclear world really would be better than a non-nuclear world. ...
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Nuclear deterrence, in that case, really could serve as the basis of a very stable international order.”

The new revolution skeptics’ critique paints a decidedly gloomier picture. For these scholars, addressing the concerns raised by nuclear pessimists would do little to ameliorate the sources of potential conflict. States would continue to face pressures to invest in nuclear arsenals and compete with one another under the nuclear shadow. Intense competition could generate friction, making political disputes more difficult to resolve. Technological developments may provide one state with the ability to eliminate an opponent’s nuclear arsenal. The conflict dampening effects of stalemate may be modest. Whether in an environment of mutual vulnerability or not, traditional sources of disputes that arise from competing interests can still lead to conflict. The revolution skeptics suggest three additional reasons to doubt the nuclear revolution’s peace claim.

First, if the nuclear revolution misses on so many of its other predictions, as these four books argue, why should there be confidence that mutual vulnerability will promote peace? Perhaps nuclear deterrence should be rethought as well. Alternative explanations for reduced conflict rooted in polarity, changing norms, shifting discourse, international institutions, interdependence, and so on might better account for the absence of war between nuclear-armed states. Indeed, statistical analyses that control for common factors influencing conflict find mixed evidence on the propensity of nuclear-armed states to fight one another.

Second, issues surrounding nuclear weapons have contributed to or exacerbated many crises between nuclear-armed states. “The most significant and dangerous crises of the Cold War were generated by the very existence of nuclear weapons,” writes Gavin. These include the superpower crises of 1958–1962 and U.S.-Soviet tensions in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The 1998 India-Pakistan crisis revolved around nuclear weapons tests. Bell argues that a more robust nuclear posture emboldened Pakistani behavior that led to the 1999 Kargil War. U.S. nonproliferation concerns contributed to multiple 21st-century disputes with Iraq (despite its inactive nuclear program), Iran, and North Korea. True, most of these did not escalate to war, some occurred outside situations of nuclear stalemate, and many took place between states with deeper disagreements, making a crisis likely at some point. Yet, fighting did sometimes occur, and the potential was there in the other cases. Moreover, the nuclear revolution argues that states need not worry much about vertical or horizontal proliferation. Finally, whether other crises might have occurred or not, many of those that did were driven by nuclear-related developments.

Third, arms control can have multiple purposes, including seeking competitive advantage. This runs counter to a common view that arms control is a cooperative and stabilizing endeavor. Arms control in some situations may undermine stalemate, incentivize expansive nuclear and foreign policies, and do little to reduce competition. One implication from Lieber and Press’s analysis is that agreements that limit platform numbers benefit the United States. Major U.S. nuclear force reductions may be problematic, but small rival forces are vulnerable to accuracy and sensitivity advances consistently exploited by the United States. Gavin argues that much of America's nonproliferation policy has been about locking
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in U.S. freedom of maneuver in the world. This includes support for institutional arrangements such as the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, the expansive U.S. alliance system, a robust U.S. nuclear arsenal, and coercive nonproliferation measures. Green demonstrates that the United States consistently sought to use the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks to enhance its comparative advantages in qualitative systems while constraining the Soviet advantage in quantitative capacity. Presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, and Jimmy Carter also used arms control to ward off domestic pressures to rein in competition.

And yet, the potential for fighting does not lead the revolution skeptics to call for major nuclear reductions. Green expresses unease with the implications from his argument. Ultimately, he is too much of a realist (in the literal sense) and concludes that, so long as the United States remains committed to an expansive grand strategy, some nuclear modernization makes sense. Lieber and Press explicitly argue against nuclear abolition, echoing arguments that the world cannot uninvint nuclear weapons. Although cuts to arsenal sizes may have made sense in the past, as technology develops further reductions could be dangerous because they could create first-strike incentives. Gavin’s analysis suggests that nonproliferation depends in part on the United States remaining committed globally. That, in turn, necessitates a robust U.S. nuclear posture. Bell concludes that some states will find political utility in nuclear weapons, and they will develop forces and doctrine to meet their goals. Reductions and disarmament are unlikely absent political changes, regardless of their desirability. Finally, all of the skeptics concede, to varying degrees, that nuclear weapons do reduce conflict, which is a caution against disarmament. As this section has argued, however, the revolution skeptics provide reasons to doubt the peace claim.

A Change, It Had to Come

The prospects for peace between nuclear-armed states is thus very much in doubt based on the critiques of these revolution skeptics. However, there are two dynamics that may continue to constrain competition and conflict, though neither may be particularly comforting in the current international environment. First is the role that inadvertent escalation plays in the nuclear revolution logic. The revolution skeptics question these claims at times, but portions of their analyses reinforce the nuclear revolution on this point. Mutual vulnerability may not ameliorate interstate competition, but even a more limited effect of reducing the prospects for major war between nuclear states represents an important shift in international politics. Second, the books point to a variety of competitive pressures on states. For some nuclear-armed states, those pressures may be intense and lead to competition. For others, however, the incentives can be modest, reducing the likelihood that states will pursue assertive nuclear or foreign policies.

Inadvertent Escalation and the Nuclear Peace

The danger of inadvertent escalation is critical for nuclear revolution proponents in explaining the absence of conflict in nuclear stalemate. The fear that events may spiral out of control induces leaders to behave cautiously. Elements of the revolution skeptics’ arguments about nuclear-state competition and the delicate nuclear balance strengthens the grounds for the nuclear revolution on this point. This provisional discussion also sheds light on the dynamics in conflicts involving nuclear-armed states. When fears of inadvertent escalation are lower, conflict is more likely. Low fears of inadvertent escalation are particularly likely when only one side in a dispute has nuclear weapons, making it important to be cautious when applying evidence from those situations to mutual vulnerability.

Inadvertent or unintentional nuclear escalation refers to the inability of senior leaders to control

87 This approach may not be sustainable in a shifting international and domestic environment.
88 Green, The Revolution that Failed, 248–50; Bell, Nuclear Reactions, 144. See also James Cameron, The Double Game: The Demise of America’s First Missile Defense System and the Rise of Strategic Arms Limitation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), chaps. 4–5.
89 Green, The Revolution that Failed, 259–64.
92 Bell, Nuclear Reactions, 172–73.
events to avoid nuclear use. It includes, to borrow from Herman Kahn, the possibility that escalation might occur “almost unintentionally as a result of mechanical or human error, false alarm, self-fulfilling prophecy, or unauthorized behavior.”

Some steps may be deliberate. But the key is that senior leaders did not intend nuclear strikes, or that some misperception resulted in nuclear escalation that they otherwise would not have undertaken. This conceptualization largely includes Barry Posen’s discussion of inadvertent escalation resulting from conventional operations that unintentionally degrade the survivability of an opponent’s nuclear arsenal. Nuclear use that subsequently occurs because the target took steps that increased the risks of accident or an unauthorized launch, or succumbed to psychological stress or false alarms, constitutes inadvertent escalation as I use the term here.

Deliberate or intentional nuclear escalation occurs when authorized leaders order nuclear use based on generally accurate information. The likelihood of intentional escalation is typically viewed as a function of the stakes and military incentives in a dispute. If nuclear war appears imminent, a preemptive strike that holds out the hope of limiting some damage might appear as the least bad option. Leaders may deliberately escalate to ward off the destruction of the state or regime.

---
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There are also incentives to use nuclear weapons to counter a major conventional attack or try to compel an end to hostilities on acceptable terms.98<br>
The latter encompass what Lieber and Press label “coercive nuclear escalation” strategies — limited nuclear threats, demonstrations, or strikes — used to offset the possibility of conventional defeat.99<br>
Common examples include Russia’s escalate to desescalate (or escalate to win) approach as well as elements of the U.S. flexible response strategy during the Cold War.

Scholars and analysts frequently highlight the dangers of inadvertent escalation for deterrence. For instance, during the last years of the Cold War, Paul Bracken relayed that there was “a fairly widespread belief that the main danger of nuclear war today arises from accidental or inadvertent actions that get out of control.”100<br>
Scott Sagan argues that one of the requirements of rational deterrence theory for “stable nuclear deterrence” is that “nuclear arsenals must not be prone to accidental or unauthorized nuclear use.” He convincingly shows that arsenals are susceptible to such dangers.101<br>
More recently, Rebecca Hersman identifies the traditional imagery of nuclear escalation as “progressing (more or less) stepwise, with clear thresholds between behavior that would elicit a conventional or nuclear response.” Today, a combination of political and technological developments means that “holes may suddenly open in the fabric of deterrence through which competing states could inadvertently enter and suddenly traverse between sub-conventional and strategic levels of conflict in accelerated and decidedly non-linear ways.”102

For the nuclear revolution, eliminating the danger of inadvertent escalation would undermine mutual deterrence. Of course, if the danger were too high, disaster could readily occur. But, if states were unitary, rational actors with perfect control over nuclear forces, it would invite conflict. Limited nuclear strikes against isolated targets might be credible, but no party to a dispute would believe that strikes would go further because it would be suicidal. The basic stability-instability paradox outlined above — amplified in the U.S. case by extended deterrence challenges — would create a space for conventional war or even limited nuclear strikes. This is not just a scholarly construct. Long before Snyder’s essay, President Dwight D. Eisenhower noted during a May 1958 National Security Council meeting that “someone had remarked that mutual deterrence was an umbrella under which small wars could be fought without starting a global war — small wars even in the NATO area.”103<br>
Eisenhower was skeptical. But the fact that the issue rose to the president’s level shows that such arguments were being prominently discussed. Beyond the United States, former Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping once cautioned “not [to] ignore conventional war. Because with nuclear weapons, if you have them, I will have them. If you have more, I will have more and perhaps no one will dare to use them. Conventional war is possible.”104

Proponents of the nuclear revolution argue that the fear of events spiraling out of control is critical to avoiding war. This is not to say that there is no role for deliberate escalation. For example, states may view the stakes as so high that fighting would invite calculated nuclear strikes. It is also not to claim that nuclear states will avoid diplomatic, economic, cyber, and low-level conventional military challenges short of war against one another. The point is that, even if neither side would deliberately escalate, fears of inadvertent escalation nevertheless serve as a brake on fighting. “Because escalation can occur although no one wants it to,” Jervis


argued, “mutual second-strike capability does not make the world safe for major provocations and limited wars.”

Similarly, Charles Glaser wrote that mutually assured destruction “does not make the world safe for conventional war,” in part because “a large conventional war could escalate in numerous unpredictable ways, both planned and inadvertent, to full-scale strategic nuclear war.”

As Trachtenberg noted, this is “not a world of certainty, or predictability and of near-perfect rationality, where the level of violence could be easily controlled, although deterrence theory is often caricatured in this way.”

Although Trachtenberg was discussing earlier strategists, the point is applicable to the nuclear revolution. For much of deterrence thinking, and particularly the notion that nuclear weapons deter conventional conflict in stalemate, there is a critical role for a process that is at odds with rational, step-wise escalation.

This conception of inadvertent escalation overlaps with, but is not equivalent to, Schelling’s notion of competition in risk-taking. The two are, of course, related. A threat that leaves something to chance relies on some irreducible autonomous risk. And revolution proponents incorporate the concept into their analyses at times. There is, nevertheless, a distinction. States do not need to deliberately create risk in an effort to outdo one another in signaling resolve in order to generate inadvertent escalation dangers.

As I discuss below, there is an increased likelihood of inadvertent escalation built into the dynamics of a crisis. To borrow from Schelling, it is not necessary to rock a boat to induce a fear of drowning if the boat is already in choppy seas. This allows the inadvertent escalation mechanism to mitigate the tensions outlined earlier between risk-taking behavior and mutual vulnerability reducing conflict.

It is necessary to address at least two problems that arise for nuclear revolution claims built on a foundation of inadvertent escalation. The first concern is that the mechanism posits that leaders lack complete control over their own institutions, occasionally end up in serious confrontations, but then will recognize the danger and possess enough control to avoid fighting. This is a high bar.

Green adds that a foundation built on the danger of inadvertent escalation is hardly conducing to peace: “[I]f the risk of spasmodic escalation is based on something irrational, then why will that irrationality not threaten peacetime deterrence?” Alternatively, an opponent may convince themselves that escalation is controllable and not proceed cautiously as a result.

These tensions can be ameliorated if one understands the danger of unintentional escalation as varying across space and time rather than as a constant. To begin with, objective dangers are likely to shift as fighting approaches or begins. Military organizations will activate complicated operating procedures.

During the Cuban Missile Crisis, the United States and the Soviet Union took steps to ready military forces while other actions — such as a U.S. intercontinental ballistic missile test — were taken as a result of pre-existing plans.

Today, the majority of China’s nuclear force has a restrained peacetime operating posture. Yet, evidence suggests that during a crisis the Chinese government may place additional nuclear forces on alert, deploy road-mobile missiles, and quickly move warheads for military reasons, other incidents occurred independently of signaling efforts, and leaders on both sides sought to mitigate dangers.
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113 There were deliberate steps taken to signal these risks. It was not simply a contest in risk taking, though, as some actions were taken to ready forces for military reasons, other incidents occurred independently of signaling efforts, and leaders on both sides sought to mitigate dangers.

Complex systems can be managed to reduce risks. People fly safely every day despite the complexities involved in air travel. Such systems evolve over time, though, often with significant failures early in development. Nuclear systems put into motion during a crisis or conflict can interact in new and unanticipated ways — with little experience or opportunities for realistic trial and error beforehand, leaders may struggle to identify and ward off hazards.\footnote{115} Fog, friction, and psychological stress present in any crisis exacerbate these problems. Digital and cyber developments, which improve control and situational awareness in some areas while simultaneously introducing new sources of complexity, are unlikely to eliminate these dangers.\footnote{116}

By making nuclear weapons more usable or survivable, there is necessarily less assurance that those weapons will never be used absent a deliberate decision by senior leaders.\footnote{117} The danger of lower-level authorities using nuclear weapons, false alarms generating a nuclear response, and miscalculation would all increase. In disputes with multiple nuclear actors, the dangers would increase further. The nuclear organizations of each state are interdependent; an error in one could lead to an error in the other. A launch of one or two weapons can quickly spiral. Should fighting start or one side launch a limited nuclear strike, the dynamics become even more uncertain and escalation more difficult to manage. Thus President Joe Biden's October 2022 observation that “once you use a nuclear weapon, the mistakes that can be made, the, miscalculations? ... No one can be sure what would happen, and it could end in Armageddon.”\footnote{118} Any side winning on the battlefield would be doing so only at the forbearance of the opponent from escalating further, which it might not be able to fully control as fighting unfolds.

The fear of inadvertent escalation can vary as well. This helps to explain why senior officials do not simply reason backwards from what a war might look like and avoid disputes in the first place. Leaders may sometimes believe that they can frustrate a rival without bringing the two sides into direct conflict. That is, by sharply limiting their involvement in a dispute or conflict involving the opponent and another state(s), they can avoid taking steps that increase the dangers of inadvertent escalation. One example might be America's support for Ukraine in the current war with Russia. More generally, the fear of inadvertent escalation will be lower for many leaders during peacetime than when war is on the horizon. Top decision-makers whose attention is divided between numerous issues are unlikely to know the various pathways to unintentional nuclear use until faced with such a prospect during a confrontation. This is not to say that leaders will be handcuffed by plans and unwillingly carried into war, or that wars arise by accident.\footnote{119} It is rather that, during peacetime, many leaders will not know operational details and will be ignorant of the full implications of preexisting procedures and new directives.\footnote{120} As those details become apparent, fears of inadvertent escalation are likely to rise. Returning to the Cuban Missile Crisis example, U.S. leaders were consistently surprised to learn the effects of their orders and faced unexpected developments. “There's always some sonofabitch who doesn't get the word,” lamented President John F. Kennedy after learning an American U-2 aircraft had accidentally wandered into Soviet territory.\footnote{121}

Understanding inadvertent escalation as a variable, rather than a constant, is in line with arguments made by the nuclear revolution skeptics. Nuclear weapons do not eliminate political disputes and there are political and strategic reasons to continue competition under the nuclear shadow. As the specter of war grows, the dangers of
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inadvertent escalation become more apparent, which, in turn, pushes leaders away from fighting.

The second major problem with relying on inadvertent escalation as a key mechanism for the nuclear peace is that it is unclear why leaders in nuclear stalemate would take any steps to make the weapons more usable. One possibility would be in order to launch a preemptive strike to marginally reduce the damage that an opponent’s nuclear arsenal could inflict. Yet, according to the logic of the nuclear revolution, stalemate should rule out preemption because retaliation would still inflict more devastation than nearly any conceivable political goal warrants.\textsuperscript{122}

Direct disputes between nuclear-armed states incentivize readying nuclear forces, even if a preemptive strike does not make sense. The revolution skeptics provide support on this point by identifying multiple reasons why states might implement policies that raise the likelihood of inadvertent escalation and call leader attention on both sides to the dangers. First, states may simply seek to enhance their arsenal’s survivability. Such caution would be warranted if states were utilizing nuclear weapons opportunistically in support of assertive foreign policies.\textsuperscript{123} A delicate nuclear balance would also make some prudence the order of the day during a crisis.\textsuperscript{124} A weaker state may need to place forces on alert to avoid presenting a tempting target for a disarming nuclear strike. Relatedly, a crisis might cause a leader to doubt whether their arsenal is truly survivable. They may worry that an adversary is pressing or standing firm because there has been some unnoticed but meaningful shift to the nuclear balance. Second, leaders may fear that the other side has a different understanding of nuclear deterrence or is following parochial military concerns.\textsuperscript{125} Third, some states may believe that they need flexible nuclear options to oppose or offset the danger of conventional attacks.\textsuperscript{126} Finally, leaders might accept the notion that some action is necessary to signal resolve — even if it is designed to be reversible and not overly risky — which confronts them with the prospect that events may spiral beyond their control.

The unintentional escalation logic applies to confrontations involving multiple nuclear actors as well. In that case, the uncertainty in escalation dynamics remains or even increases, inducing caution. In addition, as Bell reminds us, the world has lived with multiple nuclear-armed states since the mid-1950s.\textsuperscript{127} True, there are important differences between earlier eras and today that point toward a more competitive contemporary environment.\textsuperscript{128} Yet, it is worth noting that, during the Cold War, the non-superpowers retained their agency, opportunistically leveraged their nuclear arsenals, and often frustrated both the United States and Soviet Union. U.S. and Soviet strategies had to consider more than just the other side’s weapons.\textsuperscript{129} Crises in the past were shaped by multiple nuclear actors and remained limited between the nuclear-armed states.\textsuperscript{130}

If fears of inadvertent escalation act as a brake on war, then, when those fears subside, conflict is more likely. This observation can contribute to an explanation for the war between nuclear-armed India and Pakistan in 1999. The Kargil War is the one case that the widely used Correlates of War dataset identifies as a war between two nuclear-armed opponents.\textsuperscript{131} It thus stands as a major exception to the nuclear revolution and nuclear deterrence arguments more broadly. As Bell and
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WHEN ONLY ONE SIDE IN A WAR HAS NUCLEAR WEAPONS, THE NUCLEAR BALANCE IS FAR LESS DELICATE.
Julia MacDonald demonstrate, the dangers of inadvertent escalation between India and Pakistan were low due to the location of fighting, India’s command-and-control arrangements, and clear red lines and means of communication.\textsuperscript{132} With such modest dangers, war occurred between India and Pakistan.\textsuperscript{133} There is some evidence that fears of nuclear escalation contributed to keeping the conflict from expanding further, though. Pakistan gave little thought to a larger fight and ultimately agreed to withdraw its forces. Pakistan’s decision to concede was more likely driven by its diplomatic isolation and India’s conventional success than by fears of nuclear escalation. India determined very early in the conflict not to press too forcefully. Fear of nuclear use likely played a role in that decision. This fear included concerns about deliberate nuclear use. But part of it also stemmed from Pakistan’s delegative command-and-control posture, which raised the prospect of inadvertent escalation if India broadened the conflict. In other words, India was restrained in the area where inadvertent escalation risks were most likely to manifest themselves. Finally, after fighting began, sources suggest that Pakistan increased the readiness of elements of its nuclear forces and some reports indicate that India did as well.\textsuperscript{134}

Incorporating inadvertent escalation into analyses can also provide insight into nonnuclear state aggression against nuclear opponents. One reason Lieber and Press doubt the role of inadvertent escalation in mitigating war in nuclear stalemate is the fact that nonnuclear states have initiated major conflicts against nuclear-armed states.\textsuperscript{135} If the prospect of events spiraling out of control deters conflict, why did those wars occur? When only one side in a war has nuclear weapons, the nuclear balance is far less delicate. This reduces pressures to ready nuclear weapons to ensure the survival of one’s arsenal. There is no need to prepare forces for a disarming strike — the opponent has no nuclear capabilities to eliminate. Because only one side has nuclear weapons, false alarms are less dangerous, and there is no interdependence between nuclear arsenals. This is not to claim that nonnuclear weapon states will ignore their opponent’s nuclear arsenal. The nonnuclear state may still fear deliberate nuclear strikes. A nonnuclear state must avoid conventional actions that threaten its opponent’s nuclear arsenal. Targeting nuclear forces would introduce risks of inadvertent escalation. Conventionally weak nonnuclear weapon states (relative to their nuclear opponent) can limit their political aims and the means with which they prosecute a conflict. By constraining its behavior, the nonnuclear state can create situations in which deliberate nuclear escalation is undesirable for strategic and normative reasons. For its part, the nuclear state may seek to avoid nuclear use that destroys valuable territory, complicates conventional operations, incentivizes nuclear proliferation, or violates the nuclear taboo.\textsuperscript{136}

The Intensity of Competition

The revolution skeptics identify several factors that are rooted in technological change, relative power, and political interests that incentivize states to adopt expansive nuclear and foreign policies. Those policies can, in turn, spur competition. Competition does not necessitate conflict. But all else being equal, it will take longer and/or be more difficult for states that are competing intensely with one another to achieve agreements and resolve disputes. Lingering disagreements can lead to conflict. These factors create varying pressures for different states at different times. In some cases, a state may adopt more restrained policies as a result. A full account of the net implications for competition along each dimension is beyond the scope of this essay. An exploratory sketch of one component of each factor — technological developments that affect arsenal survivability (technological change), the role of the conventional military balance (relative power), and the generalizability of the U.S. experience (political interests) — points to the utility of further examination of these items.

First, technological trajectories relating to arsenal survivability are likely to spur competition while leaders continue to face incentives to behave
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cautiously in direct disputes. Green and Lieber and Press, along with many others, highlight technological developments that undermine the survivability of nuclear arsenals or their enabling components, which, in turn, will spur competition. Shifts in the ability of states to guarantee nuclear retaliation may also create windows of opportunity for fighting. Some responses may be stabilizing, though. Writing before the scope of China's nuclear modernization became apparent, Lieber and Press expected “that China will continue to add significant nuclear capabilities ... to its arsenal, as well as bolster its command-and-control capabilities.” This complicates U.S. policy and could spur arms racing. But their argument also indicates that it could reduce incentives for the United States to launch a preemptive counterforce strike in an intense crisis or limited war. In addition, a weaker state facing an opponent with a damage limitation capability has incentives to ready its nuclear forces if fighting appears likely, not in order to launch a deliberate strike, but to maximize survivability. Such action could generate inadvertent escalation risks, which are likely to induce caution, as discussed in the previous section. More broadly, Christopher Clary highlights that locating and targeting mobile forces remains difficult in most nuclear relationships even with today's technological advances. Clever adversaries can also take steps to enhance survivability.

Second, the pressures to compete and to adopt expansive policies will vary depending on the conventional military situation that individual states face. For Lieber and Press, states confronted with large conventional challenges to their critical interests face pressure to adopt coercive nuclear escalation doctrines. Those doctrines necessitate that states “build larger arsenals, more diverse forces, and redundant-command-and-control systems.” That posture necessarily relies on a willingness to utilize nuclear weapons first in a fight. Absent large conventional challenges, states are less likely to adopt coercive doctrines. Bell argues that states confronted with large territorial threats will tend to escalate or refuse to back down against the opponent. Such threats are more likely when faced with a conventionally superior opponent. One would expect more competition as a result. Depending on circumstances, states not facing such a threat may bolster weaker allies or stand firm against rivals. Those policies can have mixed effects, making confrontation more likely in some cases and less likely in others. In his discussion of nuclear nonproliferation, Gavin argues that conventionally capable states have an incentive to oppose new nuclear arsenals, including with coercive economic and military tools and by building a large nuclear arsenal. States that lack a strong conventional ability may adopt less assertive nonproliferation policies.

Third, how generalizable are the political interests driving U.S. nuclear policy? American behavior features prominently in each of the books. Most nuclear-armed states have adopted comparatively modest nuclear-related policies. “The main insights of nuclear deterrence theory,” Gavin writes, “explain the nuclear statecraft of other states far better than that of the United States.” For instance, British and French nuclear policies are more in line with the expectations of the nuclear revolution, even as those countries modernize their forces. Elsewhere, nuclear postures designed to catalyze outside support or assure retaliation in an effort to deter nuclear strikes are difficult to label as overly competitive.

It is true that nuclear states are producing more robust nuclear capabilities. China is rapidly expanding its nuclear arsenal. But, as of this writing, the country appears to be adhering to its long-standing assured retaliation posture with greater capabilities and readiness providing the assured component.
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Even while noting China’s restraint, the revolution skeptics’ arguments expect China to utilize its nuclear arsenal to expand its influence in international politics, compete intensely with the United States, or adopt coercive nuclear escalation policies.¹⁴⁹ Beijing’s policy influences India, and India and Pakistan continue to compete intensely. North Korea’s nuclear capabilities are expanding and the country may adopt a nuclear posture that envisions the early use of nuclear weapons in a conflict.¹⁵⁰ And active points of contention — such as over Kashmir, Taiwan, or Ukraine — between states increase pressures for competition and raise the likelihood of conflict.

There does, nevertheless, seem to be something unique about America’s nuclear policy. No other nuclear state has offered as expansive a nuclear umbrella or invested as much diplomatic, military, and economic capital to constrain nuclear proliferation to other states.¹⁵¹ For several reasons, the United States deployed nuclear weapons on foreign territory earlier and more extensively than others.¹⁵² Bell notes that the United States is not alone in having pursued an expansive foreign policy after acquiring nuclear weapons. But the difference in scale compared with other states that he identifies as having done so, such as India, is often large.¹⁵³ Other nuclear-armed states have mimicked aspects of America’s nuclear forces and doctrine. Yet, only the Soviet Union/Russia has resembled them in size and scope. For a variety of reasons, U.S. planners may have legitimately worried that Soviet leaders rejected key tenets of the theory of mutually assured destruction.¹⁵⁴ Soviet officials might be forgiven for thinking the same thing about America. The United States planned massive strikes against vulnerable Soviet nuclear forces early in the Cold War and then consistently sought to overcome the Soviet deterrent in the late Cold War. Whenever a gap or window of vulnerability emerged, it seemed to favor the United States.¹⁵⁵ U.S. leaders also created a global alliance system that surrounded the Soviet Union. This is not to endorse Soviet behavior, but the view could not have been comforting from Moscow. More recently, U.S. policy statements sometimes suggest that the United States is lagging in nuclear developments.¹⁵⁶ However, this downplays a host of advances in America’s nuclear and non-nuclear capabilities that have vastly improved U.S. counterforce in the last 30 years.¹⁵⁷ Indeed, these developments likely incentivized elements of Russian and Chinese nuclear force modernization, which then had downstream effects on other nuclear states, such as India and Pakistan.¹⁵⁸

The United States has pursued these policies despite enjoying the most conventionally secure homeland among the nuclear-armed states.¹⁵⁹ This is somewhat at odds with the notion that states facing larger conventional threats are more likely to adopt robust nuclear-related policies. True, America

¹⁴⁹ Respectively, Bell, Nuclear Reactions, 159–60; Green, Revolution that Failed, 253–59; Lieber and Press, The Myth of the Nuclear Revolution, 108–09, 117. The authors note that Chinese behavior at the time of their writing was at odds with their frameworks, which expected more competitive policies. To the extent that China moves toward such policies, this is consistent with their expectations, though factors outside of their frameworks may be necessary to account for the timing.


¹⁵³ Bell distinguishes between expansion to pursue new interests and the more belligerent pursuit of existing interests. In his analysis, the United States has engaged in both at different points in time. Bell, Nuclear Reactions, chaps. 1, 4–5.


faces conventional inferiority at times and in specific locations. But this unfavorable conventional asymmetry occurs far from U.S. shores. This is fundamentally different from the challenges that other nuclear-armed states face.

What are we to make of this? The answer has major implications for anticipating the nuclear policies that other states are likely to pursue. Gavin and Green both argue that U.S. nuclear policy should be understood within a broader grand-strategic framework and all the authors stress the importance of a state’s core political goals in driving their nuclear and foreign policies. Since World War II, the United States has had, for better or for worse, expansive foreign policy goals. These have contributed to perceptions in Washington that a robust nuclear force posture and strong nonproliferation policies were necessary.

The issue then becomes one of understanding the source of that grand strategy. Offensive realism suggests one possibility: A regional hegemon has strong incentives to push for nuclear hegemony to offset the only plausible sources of danger to its survival. If correct, any state in America’s position would behave largely as America has. There have simply been few powers with the means to do so. If China continues to grow, it may follow in America’s footsteps. An alternative explanation is that nonproliferation became an end in itself. If this hypothesis is correct, then states that do not adopt nonproliferation as a core goal will have one less incentive for adopting an expansive grand strategy and robust nuclear posture. Finally, America’s grand strategy may be the product of a particular strategic culture. The U.S. liberal tradition has created a profound sense of insecurity for Americans living within an illiberal world. That insecurity, combined with a faith in the universal nature of U.S. values, has, at times, pushed the United States toward an activist grand-strategic framework and all the authors stress the importance of a state’s core political goals in driving their nuclear and foreign policies. Since World War II, the United States has had, for better or for worse, expansive foreign policy goals. These have contributed to perceptions in Washington that a robust nuclear force posture and strong nonproliferation policies were necessary.

The issue then becomes one of understanding the source of that grand strategy. Offensive realism suggests one possibility: A regional hegemon has strong incentives to push for nuclear hegemony to offset the only plausible sources of danger to its survival. If correct, any state in America’s position would behave largely as America has. There have simply been few powers with the means to do so. If China continues to grow, it may follow in America’s footsteps. An alternative explanation is that nonproliferation became an end in itself. If this hypothesis is correct, then states that do not adopt nonproliferation as a core goal will have one less incentive for adopting an expansive grand strategy and robust nuclear posture. Finally, America’s grand strategy may be the product of a particular strategic culture. The U.S. liberal tradition has created a profound sense of insecurity for Americans living within an illiberal world. That insecurity, combined with a faith in the universal nature of U.S. values, has, at times, pushed the United States toward an activist grand-strategic framework and all the authors stress the importance of a state’s core political goals in driving their nuclear and foreign policies. Since World War II, the United States has had, for better or for worse, expansive foreign policy goals. These have contributed to perceptions in Washington that a robust nuclear force posture and strong nonproliferation policies were necessary.

The issue then becomes one of understanding the source of that grand strategy. Offensive realism suggests one possibility: A regional hegemon has strong incentives to push for nuclear hegemony to offset the only plausible sources of danger to its survival. If correct, any state in America’s position would behave largely as America has. There have simply been few powers with the means to do so. If China continues to grow, it may follow in America’s footsteps. An alternative explanation is that nonproliferation became an end in itself. If this hypothesis is correct, then states that do not adopt nonproliferation as a core goal will have one less incentive for adopting an expansive grand strategy and robust nuclear posture. Finally, America’s grand strategy may be the product of a particular strategic culture. The U.S. liberal tradition has created a profound sense of insecurity for Americans living within an illiberal world. That insecurity, combined with a faith in the universal nature of U.S. values, has, at times, pushed the United States toward an activist grand-strategic framework and all the authors stress the importance of a state’s core political goals in driving their nuclear and foreign policies. Since World War II, the United States has had, for better or for worse, expansive foreign policy goals. These have contributed to perceptions in Washington that a robust nuclear force posture and strong nonproliferation policies were necessary.

Multiple questions arise from this discussion. I have argued that the revolution skeptics’ analyses, despite calling into question many of the tenets of the nuclear revolution, actually reinforce the claim that fear of inadvertent nuclear escalation is an obstacle to war. It is unsettling that reducing the prospects for war rests, in part, upon the potential for events to spiral out of control. This also leads to the troubling conclusion that if nuclear use is controllable, or leaders perceive that it is, then fighting becomes more likely. I also speculated that inadvertent escalation fears are not synonymous with competitions in risk-taking, vary depending on the nuclear balance, and endure in crises involving multiple nuclear actors. The discussion is admittedly preliminary. Is the danger of inadvertent escalation in fact critical to avoiding war between nuclear states under stalemate? If so, is there an “optimum instability” in an evolving technological and geopolitical environment, given that high risks can result in disaster?

Turning to broader competition, how prevalent are trends that incentivize confrontation? I highlighted three items — technological trends, the
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conventional balance, and the lessons of U.S. policy — that arise from the books discussed here that can help to inform assessments of the severity of competition between nuclear-armed states. This list is hardly exhaustive. One issue not explored in detail by the revolution skeptics is the role that broader nonproliferation efforts and the nuclear taboo may play in nuclear state policy and competition between nuclear states.¹⁶⁴ Future studies could assess how nonstate actors and norms interact to accentuate or moderate competition. Despite decades of nuclear history, it is perhaps unsurprising that the implications of nuclear weapons remain contested. During the Cold War, analysts developed ever more impressive models of nuclear conflict. These colored judgments of the policies of the superpowers and often neglected developments elsewhere. The important nuclear optimist-pessimist debate stalled in the early 2000s. The world seemingly moved on to other issues. Publications on weapons of mass destruction-related issues in top international relations journals waned, reaching a nadir in the early 2010s.¹⁶⁵ Research that did appear tended to focus on nonproliferation, with little attention given to nuclear strategy.¹⁶⁶ There was a sense that we understood the major contours of the nuclear world. Gavin relates the story of senior scholars telling him precisely that, and this author has had a similar experience.¹⁶⁷ Alternatively, some might argue that the past holds few lessons for contemporary challenges. Bell, Gavin, Green, Lieber, and the reviewers and editors at the Texas National Security Review. For discussions on unintentional escalation, I thank Alexander Downes, Giuseppe Paparella, Todd Sechser, and participants in the Security Policy Workshop Series at The George Washington University and Lansing B. Lee/Bankard Seminar in Global Politics at the University of Virginia. Any errors are inadvertent and mine alone.
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